In view of the difficulty of interpreting from the standpoint of evolution the changes that occur in the complex phenomena of inheritance from two parents, the study of reproduction from a single parent becomes of great importance. One of the difficulties in such work is that the lower organisms, in which uniparental reproduction commonly occurs, present relatively few characteristics that are at the same time variable and hereditary, among closely related individuals; though this is a condition demanded for studies of heredity and evolution.
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Certain abnormalities that appear after conjugation in the infusorian Paramecium appeared to offer a favorable opportunity in this respect. These abnormalities vary greatly in occurrence, character, and degree; at the same time they are partially heritable. This paper is a summary of an extended study of these abnormalities in relation to the problems of inheritance, variation, and racial change.
Among The results of this study are as follows: 1. The diversities in abnormality occurring within a single line of descent (derived from a single exconjugant) are in some lines not hereditary, so far as can be determined by long continued selection. In a very large proportion of the races in which the abnormals were regularly discarded and only normals retained to carry on the race, the abnormal character persistently reappeared, the selected normals producing abnormal progeny. In all the abnormal races there is a wide variation in degree of abnormality of the individual, from those perfectly normal to the monsters so deformed that they would never be recognized as Paramecia if their history were not known. Yet, as stated above, in most cases the progeny of all these variations were alike, the daughter cells of normal individuals being often just as abnormal, or even more so, than the daughter cells of monsters. This of course agrees with the conditions found in most of the studies on inheritance in 'pure lines' or clones; the diversities within the lines are not inherited.
2. But in other lines, diversities within the lihe showed themselves to be heritable, so that selection gave very different results from those usually obtained in pure line work. By selection, single lines, derived by fission from a single parent, were divided into two or more races differing hereditarily. This was successfully accomplished in twentyfive races; from each of these were isolated two lines, one quite normal, the other continually producing abnormalities,-the two cultivated side by side.
Calkins and Gregory1 have in some cases obtained four diverse races from the four primary daughter cells, or 'quadrants' of an exconjugant -these being the four individuals that receive the four macronuclei produced before fission occurs. It is to be noted that our selection resulting in the isolation of lines differing hereditarily in abnormality often has been brought about much later in the series of generations, so that the differentiation has often occurred within the compass of a single 'quadrant,' or indeed within a much narrower fraction of the descent.
In several cases, differentiation through selection did not begin till after several weeks had passed, with production of a great number of generations. Thus the results of selection in the present case cannot be interpreted as due to a primary difference in the four original macronuclei produced during conjugation. Selection is effective when begun with progeny of a single individual that has appeared many generations after conjugation.
3. In a race of Paramecium which upon extended examination shows no hereditary abnormalities, conjugation results in the appearance of many lines which are hereditarily abnormal, others which are normal throughout.
4. In the diverse lines descended from the separate exconjugants of a conjugating culture, the two lines descended from the two individuals that have conjugated together tend to be alike in respect to normality or abnormality. That is, if the progeny of the exconjugant a are abnormal, the progeny of its mate b are more frequently abnormal than would be the case if the distribution of abnormal races were not affected by conjugation.
Our main result, therefore, is that in respect to these abnormalities, while some lines are constant in hereditary character, in others bereditable variations do occur within the line, so that by selection it is possible to break the single stock into a number of stocks differing hereditarily. The genotype in these cases therefore does not remain constant in uniparental reproduction. The condition on which evolution through selection depends is therefore realized in respect to these characters.
The complete paper of which this a summary appears in the Journal of Experimental Zoology.
